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JUDGMENT

The brief fact leading to the prosecution of above named accused 
person is that on 08-11-09 at about 10-30 pm the accused persons namely 
Ssanjit chouhan, Narayan Chouhan out of a previous grudge had beaten up 
Hiralal Chouhan and as a result Hiralal sustained injuries on his head. Also the 
accused persons had beaten up Hiralal’s daughter and his wife. The accused 
persons threatened the injured and when people of the nearby place came , 
the accused persons ran away. This is the case.
 

An FIR was  lodged before Jakhalabondha Police Station. Seen the 
F.I.R. A case was registered by Police and after investigation police submitted 
charge Sheet  u/s 447/325/323/354/506/34  of I.P.C by investigating officer .

The accused person, in response to the process issued to them, 
appeared before the court. Particulars of offences u/s 447/323/354/506/34 of 
I.P.C are read over and explained to the accused to which they pleaded not 
guilty and claimed to be tried, after copies were handed over and hearing both 
sides .

The prosecution side has examined seven  witnesses in support of 
its case including MO and IO. The statement u/s 313 CrPC has been recorded 
.The defense case is total denial and adduced no evidence in defence.  .  Heard 
arguments of both sides.

(i) Whether  the  accused in  pursuance of  their  common intention 
trespassed into the compound of the informant and voluntarily 
caused hurt to Hiralal Chouhan and outraged the modesty of the 
informant’s daughter Subanti Chouhan by touching her and also 
beating her on 08-11-09 at about 10-30 pm.

(ii) Secondly whether the accused persons on the same day time and 
place intimidated the informant party? 

To arrive at a just decision on the points referred above, let the 
evidence on the record be examined. The prosecution side, to establish the 
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culpability of the accused, victim has to be examined .   I have gone through 
the same carefully.

In her deposition pw1, informant Bikram Chouhan deposed that 
the occurrence took place about two years ago and at about 10-30 pm. He on 
hearing the cries of his brother Hiralal Chouhan rushed out of his house and 
saw the accused persons on the back side of his courtyard. He further deposed 
that he saw blood oozing out from the head of Hiralal and  that Hiralal was 
lying on the ground.. it is also in the evidence of pw1 that he immediately 
snatched the lathi which accused Joy Narayan was carrying and after that he 
threw away the same. Pw1 further deposed that he thereafter caught hold the 
lathi which Manju Chouhan was carrying and made a hue and cry. Hearing his 
cries his family members came out and the informant’s daughter also came 
out. it is also in the evidence of pw1 that he reached the spot immediately 
after HIralal’s wife and daughter reached the spot . Pw1 also deposed that the 
injured persons were taken to the Hospital and thereafter he lodged the FIR.

Pw3 is Taramoni Chouhan who is the wife of Hirarlal Chouhan in her 
evidence deposed that the occurrence took place about two years ago and on 
the day of occurrence at about 10 pm the accused persons had beaten up her 
husband in their courtyard as a result of which her husband fell    to the ground 
and on reaching the place she saw her husband lying on the ground. It is also 
in the evidence of  pw3 that when her daughter Sabanti Chouhan came to 
rescue her father the accused persons also had beaten her with lathi on her 
back. Pw3 further stated that when she went to rescue her husband and her 
daughter she too was beaten up by the accused. She also deposed that the 
matter was immediately informed to the gaon burha and thereafter they went 
to the thana from where they were rushed to Jakhalabondha Civil Hospital.

Pw4 is Suganti Chouhan and her evidence is in tune with her mother 
pw2. 

Pw5 is Sambhu Tanti and he is merely a reported witness.

Pw2 is Hiralal Chouhan who deposed that the occurrence took place about two 
years ago and that at about 10 pm when he was on his way to his home from 
his shop and the accused persons were hiding behind the banana trees in his 
courtyard and on reaching his courtyard the accused persons came out and 
beaten him with lathi  and as a  result  he fell  to  the ground .  Pw2 further 
deposed that his wife raised a hue and cry and hearing the cries his brother 
Vikram came out and snatched the lathis from the accused persons . He also 
deposed that the accused persons also beaten her daughter with lathi on her 
back and that his wife too was beaten up by the accused persons. It is also in 
the evidence of pw2 that the gaon burha was called to the spot immediately 
and  thereafter  they  were  taken  to  Jakhalabondha  Hospital.  His  brother 
thereafter lodged the FIR.

Pw6 is the MO and Pw7 is the IO who has investigated the case. IO , in his 
deposition stated that on 09-11-09 he was endorsed the investigation. Next 
day he visited the place of occurrence, drawn the sketch map, seized two 



pieces of lathis. In his evidence it is stated that on 11-11-09 he arrested the 
accused and released on bail as the charges being bail able in nature.

In  cross,  the  IO  of  the  case  deposed  that  he  seized  the  lathis  from the 
informant.

It is because the informant snatch the lathis from the accused .It is also stated 
in the evidence of IO that he examined only the family members of the victim.

Thus  it  appears  from the  analysis  of  evidences  on  record  that  the 
evidence that pw2 was beaten up by the accused was corroborated by the 
evidence  of  pw1,  pw3,  pw4.  Perusal  of  the  cross  examination  of  these 
witnesses reveal that except some suggestions which has been denied there 
was virtually no cross examination to show that what these witnesses have 
stated is untrue or false. The suggestions which were put to the witnesses were 
about some omissions which according to the accused was not stated to the 
police at the time of investigation. The evidence of these witnesses could not 
be overruled by the defence otherwise and corroborated with each other. In 
cross pw2 clearly stated that he was hit by one of the accused on his head.

The MO of the case in his evidence stated that on 09-11-09 at about 1-30 am 
he examined Taramati Chouhan, Subanti Chouhan, Hiralal Chouhan,and Vikram 
Chouhan. On examining he found bruise over left shoulder blade of Taramati 
Chouhan. Similarly on examining Subanti Chouhan he found  bruise over left 
arm and left forearm and right arm. On examining Hiralal Chouhan he found 
lacerated injury over scalp size of which is about 3cm*1 cm* 5 cm. He also 
found bruise over left shoulder and abrasion over left fore arm. All the injuries 
are simple in nature caused by blunt object and Ext 2, 3, 4 and 5 are the injury 
reports. Pw6 deposed that the above examination done in connection with 
Jakhalabondha PS case No 128-09.

Thus it is seen that the injuries as is stated by the victim witnesses of the case 
has been corroborated by the medical evidence.

Learned  counsel  submits  that  the  witnesses  are  interested  witnesses  and 
therefore their  evidence could not be relied upon. It  is not sustainable as 
because the incident happened in the courtyard of the informant and it is quite 
natural that the inmates of the house would be the first hand witnesses to the 
incident. In the instant case the victim pw3’s wife , daughter and his brother 
has reached immediately at the spot and has seen the accused persons with 
lathis on their hand. Victim pw2’s wife pw3 and his daughter pw4 were also 
victims in the instant case as the accused persons had also assaulted them 
with lathi.

Also the ld defence counsel submitted that the IO of the instant case has not 
investigated the matter properly and hence could not establish the case. It 
may happened that the IO of the case has not investigate the case properly but 
for IO’s fault the victim shall not suffer if otherwise it is established.

The evidence on record however do not disclose any materials in regard to 
offence of outraging modesty of pw4 by the accused persons. Also there is no 



evidence to show that the victims were criminally intimidated by the accused . 
hence the charge u/s 506 IPC is also not attracted.

On the other hand the evidence on record reveals that the incident took place 
at the courtyard of the informant, so it is apparent that the accused persons 
had committed the offence of criminal trespass as they entered the land of the 
informant with an intent to commit an offence.. therefore, the offence u/s 447 
IPC is attracted against the accused persons. The evidence on record further 
proves  that  pw2,pw3  and  pw4  were  beaten  up  by  the  accused  persons 
witho0ut any provocation by them . Therefore, the accused are held guilty u/s 
323  IPC.  It  is  also  clear  from  the  evidence  on  record  and  facts  and 
circumstances that all the acts of the accused were done in furtherance of 
common intention shared by the accused among themselves.. All the accused 
are therefore held guilty u/s 447 and 323 IPC read with 34 IPC.

I am not inclined to the benefits of the provisions of  probations of offenders 
Act due to facts and circumstances of the case and considering its impact on 
the society. 
Accused persons are heard on the point of sentence.  The accused persons 
submitted that they are poor persons and sole earner of their families. Also it is 
being their first offence they be dealt with leniently. 

                                                  ORDER

The accused persons namely  Sri  Sanjit  Chouhan and Narayan 
Chouhan are therefore convicted u/s 447 and 323 IPC read with 34 IPC.

And the accused are sentenced to pay a fine of Rs 500/- each for the 
offence 447 IPC i/d SI for ten days. For the offence u/s 323 IPC the accused are 
sentenced to pay a fine of Rs 800/- each i/d to SI for fifteen days. Accused are 
however acquitted of the charge u/s 354 and 506 IPC. Bail bond shall extend to 
six months. 

Furnish a free copy.

Dictated under the seal of the court and bearing my signature on 
this 26-10-15
 

(PRANAB SARMA, AJS)
Judicial Magistrate, 1st Class

  KALIABOR,NAGAON



Appendix

Name of prosecution witness : pw1 Bikram Chouhan
Pw2 Hiralal Chouhan
Pw3 Taramoni Chouhan
Pw4 Suganti Chouhan
Pw5 Sambhu Tanti
Pw6 Jaydeep Kakati
Pw7  Anil Ch Pathak

Defence witness : Nil

Exhibits : 

Ext.1 seizure list
Ext.2 injury report
Ext.3 injury report
Ext.4 injury report
Ext.5 injury report
Ext.6 sketch map
Ext.7 charge sheet

 
  


